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SINATRA, FRANK 3/79 183-608-1

OF 183-396

SINATRA, FRANK 9-66 62-6067* 100-30561*
12-17-56*

aka FRANCIS ALBERT SINATRA
White, Male
Well known singer, Hollywood, Cal.

92-466-3334 CORRELATION KPMC (6-30-66)

SINATRA, FRANK 10/69 9-5464*

VICTIM

UNSUB. aka 67C

SINATRA, FRANCIS ALBERT 8/66 62-6067* 100-30561*
Frank Sinatra 92-466-3334

w/m
well known singer
Hollywood, Calif.

s.3334 of 92-466 (correlation memo - 6/30/66)
SINATRA, FRANK 11/66 100-34357-1A4

SINATRA, FRANK 1/69 157-3564-16 p. 25

SINATRA, FRANK 6/73 92-466-3ub 406

SINATRA, FRANK 5/75 91-11115-433 pgs. 19, 20,

SINATRA, FRANK 11/75 92-349-7143 pl1

SINATRA, FRANK 3/79 183-533-114 p.4
threat to kill above by

aka of
00:MP

3-65 257-554

67C
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From DIRECTOR, FBI

By (NAME OF SPECIAL AGENT)
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☐ No Pursuant to Rules 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

Description:

One post card dated 3/4/81 from subject to DELTA MINISTRY, P.O. Box 457, Greenville, MS 38701
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